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Abstract

Introduction

Monte Carlo calculations of secondary electron (SE)
generation have been performed using a hybrid model of the
exponential decay law and cascade multiplication process. The
contributions of both valence and core electron excitations,and
the production of secondaries by the volume plasmon decay,
have been included. The calculation has been extended to
include SE's with energies up to half the incident beam energy.
The SE yield 85 E 1 component due to excitation by primary
electrons, the SE yield 85 E2 due to excitation by backscattered
electrons, and the P coefficient are estimated using this
model. Calculated SE yields, energy distributions, and p
coefficients are in good agreement with the experimental data .
The influence of elastic and inelastic scattering for angular
distribution of the SE's is discussed.

The phenomenon of secondary electron emission was
discovered in 1902 (Austin and Starke,1902) and has since
been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical
investigations. Important pioneer studies were performed by
Bethe (1941), and Salow (1940), leading to the development
of more detailed phenomenological models by Baroody (1950),
Jonker (1952) and Dekker (1958). Wolff(l 954) proposed the
use of the Boltzmann transport equation to describe the process
of secondary electron generation through the cascade, and
many subsequent treatments such as those of Cailler and
Ganachaud ( 1972), Bindi et al. (1980 a,b,c) , Schou
( 1980, 1988), Rosier and Brauer (1981 a,b, 1988), Devooght
et al. (1987) have used the Boltzmann equation for the
calculation of SE.
Other treatments have also proved to be useful. For
example Chung and Everhart (197 4, 1977) used a simple
exponential decay law and quantum theory to calculate the form
of the emitted secondary electron energy distribution.
Techniques based on some form of Monte Carlo simulation
have also been widely applied. Koshikawa and Shimizu
(1974) proposed a model in which the primary beam is
assumed to penetrate directly to some maximum depth L
without suffering any energy loss, and then generate
secondaries whose subsequent multiplication through the
cascade process is followed by the Monte Carlo simulation .
This model is simple to compute but only accounts for the
secondaries (SE]) generated by the incident beam since the
later progress, and possible backscattering, of the primary
electron is not followed. Joy (1984, 1985) incorporated the
exponential decay law into a single-scattering Monte Carlo
simulation for the special case in which secondary generation
was assumed to arise solely from knock-on collisions
producing fast (i.e high energy) secondary electrons. This
model followed the trajectories of both the primary and the
secondary electrons,
but because of the limitations of
calculating time the secondaries were only tracked until their
energy fell below 200 eV. Secondaries of energy lower than
this value were assumed to escape according to the exponential
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Table of symbols

decay law. Ding and Shimizu (1988) proposed a theoretical
model based on the combined use of Gryzinski's inner-shell
electron excitation function and the dielectric function for taking
account of the valence electron contribution in inelastic
scattering processes. Luo et al. ( 1987), and Luo and Joy
(1988) adopted a hybrid model of the exponential decay law
and cascade process and combined this with a Monte Carlo
simulation of the primary electron trajectory, but were
restricted to the calculation of secondaries with energies below
2 keV only.
In most previous papers (with the exception of that by Joy
1984, 1985), and especially in those employing some form of
Monte Carlo simulation (e.g. Chung and Everhart 1974 ,1977;
Koshikawa and Shimizu 1974; Bindi et al .1980 a,b,c; Rosier
and Brauer 1981a,b,1988;Devooght et al . 1987, Ding and
Shimizu 1988) the energy of the secondaries was restricted to
a maximum value of lOOeV. This assumption is not, however,
accurate especially at high incident beam energies where a
significant fraction of fast secondary electrons may be
generated.
Therefore in this present work, secondary
electrons with energies ranging from zero to half the incident
beam energy has been included in the cascade process
calculation. In addition a more detailed analysis of the
excitation of SE by both the incident and the backscattered
electrons has been made in order to achieve better agreement
between theory and experiment as well as a better explanation
of the variation of the relative yield or Pcoefficient with the
variation of the incident energy.

A Atomic weight
A1 Constant in Eq.9
a Thickness of a monolayer of the sample
ao Bohr radius
D(E,hcop,ru) Probability of plasmon decay via one
-electron transition
E Electron energy
~ Incident electron energy
EF Fermi energy
Ej Binding energy of the core electron
E(j) Energy of incident electron at the j-th step
E' Energy losses of the primary electron
E" Energy of new SE produced in cascade process
EsE Average
energy
of true secondary
electron
e
Charge of an electron
G Reciprocal-lattice vector
J
Mean ionization potential
Ko hK 0 is momentum of incident electron
m Mass of an electron
no Number of equivalent reciprocal lattice
vectors corresponding to G
p Momentum of SE
Pc Critical normal component of momentum for SE
to escape out of sample surface
p(E) Probability of crossing surface potential
barrier for SE with energy E
Pz' Probability of SE to penetrate a distance
z while retaining its energy
qO Constant
q 1 Constant
R
An equidistributed random number between 0
and 1
S The path of incident electron along trajectory
Wa The Gth Fourier coefficient of the lattice
pseudopotential
Z Atomic number
z Depth of electron below surface
a
Elastic scattering angle of incident electron
p Efficiency factor for SE production by
backscattered electrons
ru Defined by Chung and Everhart (1977)
o Total yield of SE
"-eff( E 0 ,e 1) Mean free path for creating longwavelength plasmons
p
Mass density of sample
cr(E') Cross section for electron-electron inelastic
collision
<I>
Workfunction
hrop Plasmon energy

Model for Secondary Electron Production
Construction of the model for secondary electron
production involves three distinct steps, determining the
trajectory of the incident electron, computing the rate of
secondary electron generation along each portion of this
trajectory, and finally calculating the fraction of secondary
electrons which escape from the solid after a series of cascade
process. In this paper the primary electron trajectory is
computed using a plural scattering Monte Carlo model (Joy
1987). The electron range for a given beam energy E (in this
paper 1,2,3,5 and IO ke V) is obtained from the Bethe stopping
power equation (1930) , as modified by Joy and Luo (1989),
dE
dS

= _78500
E

Zp

A

1nl
1.166 (E + kJ)j

(I)

J

where Z and A are the atomic number and the atomic
weight,respectively, S is the length of the path along the
trajectory , p is the
density, J is the mean ionization
potential,and k has a value of 0.851 for Au, 0.852 for Ag,
0.83 for Cu and 0.815 for Al. This equation is accurate down
to 50 eV. Its values for Au,Ag,Cu and Al are typically within
10% over the range 50-200eV,and within better than 5% from
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200eV to 10 keV compared with published values from Tung et
al.(1979). Below 50 eV the stopping power is obtained from
the data of Tung et al.(1979). Following Berger and Seltzer
(1964) J can be approximated as
J=9.76Z+(58.5l
0.19
2

(2)

in (3) and (4) E' is the energy loss of the primary electron
during the inelastic event, E is the energy of primary electron
and Ej is the binding energy of the core electron.
For Al we have adopted the theoretical analysis made by
Chung and Everhart (1977). The differential inverse mean free
path or probability per distance creating SE's by volumeplasmon decay is:

or, alternatively, experimental values from Berger and Seltzer
( 1982) can be used. For the elements considered here the
computed and experimental values differ by at most 2%.The
range, determined from an integration of equations (1) and (2),
is then divided into 50 steps of equal length for the Monte
Carlo model of the primary beam interaction. The simulation
uses the plural scattering approximation (Joy 1987) and
employs the screened Rutherford cross section to determine
the elastic scattering. This model has been shown to produce
good data for all the elements and energies considered here.
Typically 5000 trajectories ( at normal incidence ) were
computed for each data point to ensure good statistical
accuracy.
The second step is to compute the rate of production of
secondary electrons along the trajectory path detem1ined as
discussed above. The model in this paper takes into account all
possible creation processes
of SE resulting from the
interaction of primary electrons and backscattered electrons
with free as well as bound (core) electrons. In addition the
contribution to secondary production from the volume plasmon
decay is included, but only for the case of Al since there is no
correspondingly good model for the plasmon interaction in
Au, Ag and Cu. In every case the secondaries produced are
allowed to have any energy up to the incident energy. The
differential cross section for production of SE from valence and
d electrons is given (Luo et al., 1987) by the relation:

(5)

where

(6)

and D(E,hrop, r u) which describes plasmon decay via oneelectron transitions is

and
(8)

where hrop is the plasmon energy, E0 is the primary electron
energy, ¾ is the Bohr radius ( Eqs. 5 to 8 are from Chung
and Everhart, 1977). Chung and Everhart ( 1977) assumed
that for E0 < 2 keV, qE=q0 /K.0 , (q 12 +qi) 112= qifK 0 , qi= 2
nm -1 ,and q 0 = 1.5nm -1 . We have used these data for energy
E0 up to 3 keV. For calculation of D(E,hrop,fu)
we have
followed the procedures of Ashcroft and Sturm (1971) and
Koyama and Smith (1970), considering only the eight
equivalent reciprocal-lattice vector G 111 and G200 for Al with
n 111 = 8 and n200 = 6 .
In addition to the SE produced by the incident primary
electrons as a result of the volume plasmon decay, the
contribution of secondaries
excited from volume plasmon
decay by the internal SE in the cascade process also has been
calculated. The contribution to secondary production of the
surface plasmon decay is so small that it can be neglected (see
Chung and Everhart 1977).

(3)

The calculated lowest energy of the internal SE is chosen as
EF+<I>( EF is Fermi energy and <I>is workfunction ) so that
these SE can cross the surface potential barrier and enter the
vacuum state as true secondaries.
Gryzinski's function (Gryzinski,1965) is employed to
describe the excitation of the core electron:
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so that between z' and z'+6z' the probability for the SE to
interact with another electron is

An assumption in most SE theories is that secondary escape
is governed by a function of the type
Pz

= A 1 exp (- z/A,)

(9)

6P z' is then the probability for the SE to travel from z' to
z'+6z' to take part in the cascade process.
In this present paper, two previous limitations on the
computation have been removed:
1. The restriction that the energy of every secondary electron
in cascade process lies below 100 eV has been removed.
2. The contribution to the emitted secondary yield of the
internal SE is now estimated by integrating over the full beam
range rather than just including the contribution over some
arbitrary "maximum depth " as has been done previously (e.g
Koshikawa and Shimizu 1974 ). The elimination of this
restriction is especially important when internal secondary
electrons of high energy (i.e. above a few hundred eV) are
being considered.
Wolff (1954) pointed out that the phenomenon of SE
emission can be thought of as occurring in two distinct stages.
The first of these is the production of internal secondaries by
collisions between the fast primary electrons and those
electrons bound in the metal. The second stage is the
subsequent cascade process in which these secondaries diffuse
through the solid, multiplying and losing energy as they travel,
until they either sink back into the sea of conduction electrons
or reach the surface with sufficient energy to emerge as true
SEs. Although secondaries with energies ranging from zero to
half the beam energy are considered by our theory, it is
necessary to divide them into two groups having energies
below, and above, lO0eV. As shown by Wolff (1954) and
Amelio(1970)
an investigation of the screened Coulomb
interaction reveals that, in the case of electron-electron
collision, the scattering is spherically symmetric in the center of
mass system up to about (for an appropriately chosen cutoff
distance) after which it is more accurately described by
Rutherford scattering. It is clear that the modification of the
scattering symmetry from a spherical behavior to a Rutherford
behavior is a smooth monotonic transition. However, such an
ideal description is very difficult to achive theoretically.
Therefore, a cutoff energy (lO0eY) is defined above which the
scattering is strictly Rutherford and below which the scattering
is strictly spherical. In the work of Koshikawa and Shimizu
(197 4 ), the assumption that the scattering angle is spherically
symmetric in the centre-of-mass system up to about 100 eV is
also used. They did not consider the case of SEs with energies
higher than lO0eV.
Below 100 eY the SE's scattering is considered to be
strictly spherical.
As shown by Koshikawa and Shimizu
(197 4 ), with the assumption of spherical scattering in the
centre-of-mass system, E' the energy of an electron after

This is the so-called straight-line approximation, and implies
the assumptions that the emerging secondaries are unscattered
on their way to the surface and that any scattering of an excited
SE with the electron gas in the solid produces absorption; i.e.
only those electrons that are not scattered between their points
of excitation and the surface can escape ( Chung and Everhart,
1974). In fact the scattering of an excited SE does not produce
absorption in every case. To improve this approximation,
Chung and Everhart (1977) included the contribution of single
scattered SEs, but their theoretical values are still too low by
roughly a factor of 3 . In this paper the calculation of slow SE
has been performed with a hybrid model of the exponential
decay law and cascade process.
The hybrid model of the exponential decay law and cascade
process can be summarized as follows. The probability of a SE
arriving at the surface without any inelastic collision with the
electron gas is
1/2 exp (-z/A(E)cos45°)

(10)

where 45° is an average escape angle, z is the depth at which
the SE is produced, and A(E) is the inelastic mean free path for
secondary electrons with energy E which, in metals, can be
expressed (Seah and Dench, 1979 ) as :
A(E) = a

538 + 0.4 l[a (E-EF))
{ (E-EF) 2

1/2}(11)

where a is the thickness of a monolayer of the target in
nanometres. If, as proposed by Bindi et al (1980 c ), we replace
the term (E-EF) in formula (11) with (E-EF-2) then this
expression for A(E) gives the same as their values. Because
(11) is valid for secondary energies up to 10 keY only, we
restrict ourselves to incident energy below this value although,
in principle, our method could equally well be used for higher
incident energies (for example 30 ke V).
The cascade process is described as follows: the probability
P ,· for a SE with energy E to travel from z to z' without any
inelastic collisions is
1/2 exp (- lz-z'I / A(E)cos45°)

(12)

The probability P,·+ 1;z· for the SE to travel from z to
z'+6z' without any inelastic collision is
1/2 exp (- lz-(z' +6z')I/ A(E)cos45°)

( 13)
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unity, so we therefore have:

scattering, is given as
E'=ER

1l2

(15)

where R is a random number and E is the energy of an electron
before scattering. Thus for each electron with an initial energy
E (<100 eY) undergoing the cascade process, two SEs appear
after a collision with energy E' and E" such that
E"= E ( 1 - R 112 )

all shells

+

cn[k] ;d0Jj]

l

=1

(19)

(16)

where the X is the normalization factor, i or j is the number of
energy interval of SE, cn[l] is the number of valence
electrons, cn[2] is the number of d shell electrons and cn[k] is
the number of the k-th shell core electrons; dc,v [j] is the
inelastic cross-section for a SE with energy E[j] excited
from a valence electron, d0d[j] is the inelastic cross-section of
a SE with energy E[j] excited from d -shell electrons, and
d0c[j] is the inelastic cross-section of a SE with energy E[j]
excited from the k-th shell core electron, respectively.
After an inelastic collision, the probability of producing a
new SE with energy E[j] ( j can vary from 1 to i-1,i.e. E[j] can
take all possible energy from 0 to E[i] the energy of the
original SE ) by an original SE with high energy E[i] from
valence, d and core electrons respectively is:

where E" is the energy of the excited SE. It can be shown
(Luo et al. 1987) that the probability p(E") of producing a new
SE with energy E" , where E" is in the energy interval
[E", E"+dE"]
is
dE"/E

~

i-1

(17)

This generation probability is valid for secondaries with
energies E less than 100 eY. The new secondaries excited in
cascade process are considered to come from valence electrons
only.
Above l00eV the scattering is considered as strictly
Rutherford. Because the SE's energy is now higher, not only
valence but also core electrons can be excited as new
secondaries in the cascade process. The cross-section for an
inelastic collision to produce a new SE with energy in the
energy interval [ E[j], E[j]+dE[j]], excited from valence or dshell electron by an SE with high energy E (> lO0e V), is
given by formula (3). The cross-section for an inelastic
collision to produce a new SE with energy in the interval [E[j],
E[j] + dE[j]], but excited from core electrons by a SE with high
energy E (>100 eV), is decided by equation (4) where E' is
the energy loss of the original SE. Relative to the bottom of the
valence band we have

cnv[i,j]= X cn[l] d0v[j]

(20)

cnd[i,j]= X cn[2] d0ctfj]

(21)

cnc[i,j]

=X

all shells

i-1

k=3

j=l

Li cn[k] Lid0Jj]

(22)

The quantity cn[i,j] = cnv[i,j]+cnd[i,j]+cnc[i,j], is the
number of SEs with energy in the energy interval [ E[j],
E[j]+dE[j] ] excited from all possible shell electrons by an
original SE with an energy E[i] >lO0eY in an inelastic
collision, that is to say cn[i,j] is the probability of producing a
new SE with energy E[j] in an inelastic collision
by an
original SE with an energy E[i] > lOOeV . At the same time
the energy of the original SE becomes (E[i]-E'), where E' is
its energy loss in the collision. Here cn[i,j] is calculated using
the Rutherford scattering model. From this we can calculate
the contribution of the internal SEs with high energy
(> lO0e V) to the production of new SE in the cascade
process.
In our model, the calculation of SE emission is separated
into three stages :
(1) the production of internal SE with all possible energies
(from zero up to half the incident energy ) along the path of the
primary electron and the backscattered electron;
(2) the cascade process. The exponential decay law is adopted

(18)

where as before Ej is the binding energy, EF is Fermi energy
and <!>is the work function.
In an inelastic collision, a new SE produced by an internal
SE with a high energy E[i] (>lOOeV) can be excited from all
possible electron shells and can have all possible energies as
long as the energy loss of the original SE is less than its
energy E[i] before collision. After Koshikawa and Shimizu
(1974 ), we assume that for each electron entering the cascade
process, two SEs appear: the original secondary which has
lost some energy, and a new secondary. The total probability
of creating a new SE in such an inelastic collision should be
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their contribution to the emitted SE yield, we take the factor
0.5TJ as the effective size of this component in the depth
range below 14 nm. Although this assumption is not strictly
accurate,
because the real scattering processes
are
complicated, since the generation occurs at depths is much
below the main region for SE production it is sufficiently
accurate to provide a correction which helps to give values for
the SE yields which are in better agreement with experimental
data than was previously posssible. Using this simplification
the number of SEl and SE2 generated below 14 nm which are
excited by primary and backscattered electrons from all
possible electron shells, and for the entire energy range, can be
calculated.
The calculation of cascade process is made for the entire
depth region from the surface to the limit of the electron range
and as the secondary falls from high energy down to low
energy. Some of these SEs with high energy travel to the
surface by the exponential decay law, the rest of them take part
in the cascade process to produce new secondaries and, at
the same time, lose some energy and so fall into a lower
energy interval. This process will continue until we reach the
lowest energy interval (EF+<l>)to ( EF+<l>+0.2 eV) of the SE
computation, where 0.2e Vis the energy interval at EF+<l>.
The SE elastic scattering process is assumed to be isotropic
because the mean free path of the slow SE becomes as small as
the order of atomic distance, leading to an isotropic diffusion
(Samoto and Shimizu 1983). Thus, all directions of motion of
an internal SE at the surface are equally probable .In order for
the SE with energy E at the surface to escape, we must have
E>EF+<p.The maximum allowable value of escape angle a is
determined by taking the normal component of momentum, p
cosa, equal to a value

in the cascade process to describe both the probability of the SE
travelling through the solid to reach the surface (equation 10) as
well as to calculate the probability of the SE reaching
somewhere else in the solid to take place in an inelastic
collision (equation 14). In the inelastic event if the energy of
original SE is higher than lOOeV then cn[i,j], when using the
Rutherford model is used to calculate the production
probability
of the new SE, otherwise in the spherical
scattering approximation dE[j]/E[i] is used for this purpose,
where E[i] is the energy of the original SE and E[j] is the
energy of the new SE. E[j] can be any value from zero up to
E[i] and the new SE can be excited from any possible electron
shell in the cascade process.
(3) the transmission of the SE through the surface potential
barrier.
The maximum depth from which the SE are emitted is
usually quoted as being about 5 nm below the surface in the
case of metals (Koshikawa and Shimizu, 1974), but this value
does not take into consideration the contribution of internal
secondaries generated with high energy deep in the sample.
For a more accurate computation we need to know the
contribution of the region deeper than this maximum depth for
SE emission, especially when the incident energy of the
primary electrons is higher than 2 keV. In this calculation
therefore we divided the sample into two parts, one a region
from zero to 14 nm below the surface, which was subdivided
into 7 layers,
each 2 nm thick,
and a second region
stretching from 14 nm to the electron range.
The trajectory and the energy of both primary electrons and
backscattered electrons as they travel the layers between zero
to 14 nm is recorded, so that the number of SEl and SE2
electrons with all possible energies and excited from all
possible electron shells can be calculated. (Here we define the
SEl as the SE excited by primary electrons, and the SE2 as
the SE excited by backscattered electrons). Below a depth of
14 nm, since this exceeds the usual maximum depth for SE
emission, the calculation is not performed in as much detail as
for the depth range from Oto 14 nm. We estimate the average
path and energy of primary and backscattered electrons using
the data derived for the range O to 14 nm, and assuming that
the situation for primary or backscattered electrons is the same
at all depths below 14 nm. It is useful to have a look at
electron distribution in the region below 14 nm and for this
purpose we find the Monte Carlo simulations very useful (Joy
1984). Typical trajectory plots show that in the region below
14 nm in addition to the fractional number TJ of electrons
which are backscattered through the region there is also
some fraction (1-TJ) of electrons which reach the end of their
range and come to rest in the sample. These electrons can still
generate a lot of secondaries which are emitted from the sample
directly or through cascade process to produce new SE in the
layer near the surface. In order to estimate the magnitude of

(23)
Then the total escape probability p(E) of a SE with energy E at
the surface is :

P(E)

=

l

a

0

__ Pc_
- 1 p -

r27t

sina da .b dcp
n:
= I- cosa
2

~

1-y ~

(24)
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all shown in Tables 1 to 4 for Au, Ag, Cu and Al respectively.
In Tables 5 and 6 the calculated results for the SE yields and
the ~
coefficient
are compared with experimental
measurements and the other theoretical predictions, and it
can be seen that there is good overall agreement between
theoretical and experimental magnitudes. For Cu and Au there
are few experimental values obtained at 1 or 2 keV with which
to compare the calculated data except those of Bindi et al.
(1980a). Our calculated data are in excellent agreement with
these experimental results, and this may be because all
possible creation mechanisms for secondary electrons,
especially the contribution from internal SE with energies
higher than lOOeV are now considered. In figures 1 through 4
the decreased trend of the SE yields for Au, Ag, Cu and Al
with the increased incident energy is in agreement with the
previous theoretical and experimental data.

Results and Discussion
The model described here has been applied to the study of
secondary electron emission from Au,Ag,Cu and Al, and has
been used to calculate the most important parameters of the
emission including the total SE yield as a function of incident
energy, the energy distribution of the emitted secondaries, the
fractional contribution to the yield from SEl electrons (i.e those
produced by incident electrons only), and the ~ coefficient
which measures the relative efficiency of primary and
backscattered electrons in production of secondaries.
The variation of the calculated SE yield in terms of the
incident primary energy is shown in Figures 1 to 4 for Au, Ag,
Cu and Al respectively. The calculated secondary yield o, the
partial secondary yield OsEI, the backscattered electron yield
11 , primary electron step length, and the ~ coefficient are
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Table 1. Calculated
Incident

data for Au

energy
1

( keV )

Step

(nm)

0.25

2

3

0. 71

1.31

10

5

2.81

7.90

BS yield

0.451

0.457

0.457

0.457

0.459

SE yield

1.064

1.030

0.8574

0.5812

0.2935

SE1

0.3144

0.3623

0.3147

0.2272

0.1 057

5.14

4.31

3.77

3.41

3.87

yield

B-factor

Table 2.
Incident

Calculate data for Ag

energy
1

2

3

5

10

0. 33

0. 94

1.73

3.66

10.9

BS yield

0.376

0.364

0.368

0.364

0.370

SE yield

0.891

0.820

0.612

0.382

0.192

SE1

0.282

0.275

0.222

0.142

0.067

5.74

5.45

4.78

4.65

5.03

Table 3.

Calculated data for Cu

1

2

3

0.30

0.84

1.52

3.37

1 0 .4

BS yleld

0.287

0.278

0.291

0.295

0.283

SE yleld

0.896

0.839

0.590

0.339

0.177

SE1

0.276

0.281

0.213

0.125

0.0583

7.85

7.15

6.10

5.85

7 .19

( keV)

Step

(nm)

yield

B-factor

Incident

energy

5

1 0

( keV)

Step

(nm)

yleld

B-facto

r
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Calculated

data for Al

energy

3

1

2

0.68

1.94

3.66

BS yield

0.163

0.159

0.160

SE yield

0.559

0.411

0.363

SE1

0.278

0.205

0.182

6.20

6.31

6.20

(keV)

Koshikawa ct al ( 1974)

0.4

Step

0

(nm)

z

0.2

0.0

0

5
Energy

1 0
(e\')

15

2 0

Fig. 6
Normalized secondary electron energy
distribution curves for Cu at 1 keV.

yield

13-f actor

In figures 5 through 7 are shown the normalized secondary
electron energy distribution curves at 1 keV for Au, Cu and
Al respectively together with some experimental data and
other selected calculated data. The comparison between
theoretical and experimental distribution energy curves,
normalised for the maximum peak height, together with the
comparison of all other data can lead to the conclusion that the
present approach can be successfully used to describe SE
phenomenon.
Aluminum, a simple, nearly-free-electron metal, has become
a standard material for the theoretical treatments and there is a
large quantity of experimental data available on its secondary

electron properties.
Our model incorporates the theory for
the volume plasmon contribution to secondary electron yields
(although only at I to 3 keV) and the contribution of internal
SE with energies higher than 100 e V in the cascade process .
It represents a more complete study for Al at energies between
1 to 3 keV than before . Good agreement is found between
our theoretical results and the wide range of experimental data
available for Al, for the SE yield and for the energy
distribution as well as the ~ coefficient (see Tables 5, 6 and
Fig.7).
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Table 5
Incident energy
( keV )

The yield of SE for Cu, Au and Al
1

2

5

3

0.896(ours)

0.839(ours)

0.18*

0.13*(1.8keV)

Cale.
Cu

Exp.
0.86-1.07*

l.064(ours)

l.030(ours)

0.28*

0.26*

1.23-1.36*

1.15-1.18*

1.48**

1.02**

0.559(ours)

0.41 l(ours)

0.52##

0.35##

0.38A

0.18A

0.37AA

0.22A

0.857(ours)

0.581(ours)

Cale.

Au

Exp.
0.84**

0.64**

0.363(ours)
0.26##

Cale.

0.52,0.57 AA

0.25,0.27AA

Al

0.57A

0.39A

0.60AA

Exp.
0.23***
0.48,0.50#

0.45***
*

0.45AAA
(1978)

Bindi et al. (1980 a)

** Rothwell

M

(1987)

Thomas and Pattinson (1970)

*** Bronshtein and Fraiman (1961)
#

Roptin

Bindi et al . (1980 c)

Schou ( 1988)

(1975)
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Table 6
Incident

The 8-factor for Au and Al

energy

1

( ke V)

2

1 0

3

Cale.
5.14(ours)

4.31 ( ours)

4.2 ..

Au

Exp.

3. ??(ours)

3.87( ours)

~-5••(2.6keV)

1. 9•(9.3keV)

2.8 •• (2.4keV)

1.r(11keV)

3_9••{1 .8keV)

2.9 .. (2.2keV)

.

Cale.

6.20(ours)

6.31 (ours)

6.20(ours)

5#

Al

3_5••·

4.6-7.2#

Exp.

s···

7 .9##

4,

5. 9###

5.85##

6.3####

3.8####

Drescher et al (1970)

#

Bronshtein and Denisov (1967)

##

Bronshtein and Fraiman (1961)

###

Lanteri et al.

Rosier and Brauer

(1981 b)

Bindi et al. (1980 b)

(1975)

#### Thomas and Pattinson
Secondary electrons are conventionally taken to be those
emitted from the sample with energies less than 50 eV.
Depending on the material examined the most probable
secondary energy is between I and 3 eV (Seiler 1983 ).
Because of their low energy the volume from which SE can
mainly escape is limited to some region a few nanometers in
depth below the surface. Consequently the secondary yield can
be subdivided into two components (Drescher et al. 1970 ),
SEI which contains those electrons produced as the incident
beam passes downwards through the surface escape region,
and SE2 which contains those generated as backscattered

(1970)

electrons pass the sample on their way back to the surface.
Thus the total secondary yield o can be written as:

o=SEI + SE2

(25)

which can rewritten as

o = SE!

( 1 +~ 11)

(26)

where 11 is the bulk backscattering coefficient for the target
and ~ is the factor which represents the relative efficiency of
the backscattered electrons in generating secondaries. Because
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Fig. 10 The variation of the P-factor with beam
energy for Cu.

Fig. 11 The variation of the P-factor with beam
energy for AL

the backscattered electrons are lower in energy than the primary
electrons,and since they approach the surface over a range of
angles, P is always greater than unity. The P-factor, defined in
equation (26) , is the ratio of the secondary yield per
backscattered electron compared to the secondary yield per
incident electron ( Kanter 1961). It is an important quantity in
SE imaging because its value will determine the fractional
content of the high resolution SE 1 electrons in the total
secondary signal. A high value of P implies that SEl contrast
will be weak in relation to the backscatter generated, and
consequently low resolution, SE2 component. Because in
this paper the BS and SE yields have been calculated
simultaneously, p can be determined by applying equation
(26).
Figs. 8 to 11 show the computed P-factor as a function
of the incident energy from 1 up to 10 kev for Au,Ag,Cu and
from 1 to 3 keV for Al respectively. There is a clear variation

of p with beam energy for Au,Ag and Cu : from I to 5 keV
there is a linear decrease of P and from 5 to 10 keV a linear
increase. The lowest value of P occurs at 5 keV suggesting
that this incident energy maybe is the optimum one for
secondary imaging. Tables 5 and 6 show our calculated data
values for 8 and p with comparison with experimental
results. It can be seen that all of them are in good agreement
with the experimental data available. The variation of P with
energy can be explained as following:
(1) As the incident energy is reduced from 5 down to 1 keV,
the average energy of the backscattered electrons falls more
rapidly than the incident energy, leading to an improvement in
their efficiency for generating the SE2 component.
(2) In addition for the energy range between 5 and 1 keV, as
the incident energy decreases the range and hence the step
length of the incident electrons also decreases , thus the
average generation depth of the backscattered electrons is
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nearer to the surface. For example, for Au at 5 keV the
incident electron's step length is 2.8 nm, and since each
incident electron has 50 steps before its energy become 50eV a
BS electron could be generated as deep as 140 nm beneath the
surface. But at 1 keV, the corresponding step length is only
0.25 nm, and so generation region for BS electrons is
limited to a depth of 12.5 nm. It is clear that at 1 keV the BS
electron should have relatively higher efficiency at generating
secondaries than at 5 keV because its path is nearer to the
surface so that the secondaries excited by the BS electrons
can reach the surface more easily.
(3) In the energy range from 5 to 10 keV, the average depth
of the BS electrons is deeper as the range of the incident
electrons increases. However the contribution of SE with high
energy (which can be as high as the half incident energy)
excited by BS electrons in the region below the 14 nm
boundary also becomes more important as the incident energy
increases and this again leads to an increasing trend in p .
The probability of producing SE with high energy is, of
course, low but those SE's are carrying the majority of the
energy lost by BS electron in the interaction . These SE's
with high energy are generated far from the surface, and so
their probability of escaping is small. Consequently their
energy is mainly lost in the cascade process to produce new
SE with lower energies until their energy becomes zero.
Figures 12 to14 show some experimental data by Joy
(unpublished data) and Reimer and Drescher (1977) . Their
experiments demonstrate that a portion of the SE can be
generated from deeper than a few nanometers and the higher
the incident energy the greater the depth of SE excitation and
escape. When the incident energy is higher the contribution of
SE generated in deeper region should not be ignored. In this
paper the number of SE excited from BS electrons both in the
region down 14 nm, and below 14 nm are calculated. The
number of SE both of high (>lOOeV) and low (<lOOeV)
energy are also calculated together with the number of SE
multiplying in the cascade process. Besides the number of SEs
which are multiplying in the cascade process between Oto 14
nm considered as previously, the multiplication of the number
of SEs which are generated below 14 nm but which travel to
the 0-14 nm region to take part in cascade process, together
with the number of SEs generated below 14 nm which can
directly reach the surface as true SE , both tend to cause an
increase in the yield of type SE2 secondaries and so raise
the P-factor. The higher is the incident energy, the more the
fraction of emitted SE which are excited by the high energy
internal SE at depths below 14 nm in the cascade process, so
the higher the P-factor is. Hence the observed increase in the
P-factor from 5 to 10 keV.
For Al the calculation is valid at 1, 2 and 3 keV for
plasmon calculation ( Chung and Everhart, 1977) so we
calculate up to 3 keV only. From 1 to 3 keV the P-factor's
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after all elastic collision all SE with energy E only along 8=0°
can keep this direction to strike surface, along direction 8>0°
because its path is longer than A.e(E), along this path there will
be new elastic collisions before the SE strike the surface at
angle 8. Thus only those SEs with energy Eat escape angle 8
only in the layer of thickness
A.e(E)cos8 can strike the
surface at the original escape angle 8 after an elastic collision .
The larger 8 becomes therefore the thinner the layer thickness
must be . Because the direction and density of SE with energy
E is isotropic and homogeneous respectively, the number of
SEs striking the surface at various escape angles 8 is
proportional to the layer thickness A.e(E)cos8 . Then for the
intensity of SE with given energy E and at given escape angle 8
striking the surface we have the relation

The surface

Fig. 15
Variation of layer thickness with escape
angle 8 , in which the SE with a given energy E at
escape angle 8 after a elastic collision can strike the
surface retaining its escape angle.
1: the layer thickness A(E) when 8=0
2: the layer thickness A(E)cos8 when escape angle
is 8

1(8) = 1(0°) cos8

(27)

where 1(8) is the number of SEs with energy E at a given
escape angle 8 in unit solid angle striking the surface, 1(00) is
the number of SEs with energy E at angle 00 in unit solid angle
striking the surface. Hence from this we can see that the cosine
law results from the isotropic elastic scattering directly. From
Jonker (1952) it can be seen that if inside the sample the current
striking the surface follows a cosine law, i.e. if we have
Eq.27 then a cosine law will be followed outside too. This
means the surface barrier will not change the shape of the
angular distribution.
From Jonker's (1952) calculation we have:

value has no variation but is in good agreement with the
experimental data available. For Al the ~-factor has its own
curve different from Au, Ag and Cu , most probably because
of the plasmon calculation included, which is important for a
nearly-free- electron metal such Al.
According to theoretical calculations and experimental data
for SE, the angular distribution obeys the cosine law (Jonker
1951, Koshikawa and Shimizu 1974, Bindi et al. 1980 a,c,
Rosier and Brauer, 1981 b). However the origin of this result
has not received much discussion. A pure cosine distribution
for SEs can be obtained from an assumption of the isotropic
distribution of internal SE. This distribution mainly results
from the elastic collisions of the SE. For SE because of the
mean free path of the slow SE as small as the order of atomic
distance, it leads to an isotropic diffusion.
Let it be supposed that:
1. For an internal SE after an elastic collision all directions of
motion are equally probably. i.e., for internal SE there is not
memory of its previous direction of motion in elastic scattering
process.
2. the mean free path of elastic collision is Ae(E) for a given
energy E of SE. On a rough average an elastic collision will
happen for a SE travelling a distance A.e(E) along a given
direction. According to our assumptions at the surface for a SE
with energy (EF+<l><E<EF+<l>+50eV)there is an isotropic
distribution of the directions of motion and a homogeneous
density. Although after every elastic scattering for a SE the
direction of motion at the surface is isotropic, but with more
accuracy the number of SE at different escape angles 8 in unit
solid angle striking the inside surface is different.
From Fig.15 we can see that at the layer of thick Ae(E)

(28)

where lo(8) and Io(0°) are the current density of SE outside the
sample at angle 8 and 0° respectively, n =([E-(Ei,+<l>)]/E)112,
E is the energy of internal SE. For a true SE, its energy is
from EF+<I>to EF+q>+50eV and from the energy distribution
curve we can see the most of SE with energy near EF+<I>,
so in
fact the discrepancy between isotropic distribution (Luo and
Joy 1988) and the cosine law is very little as shown in Fig.16.
However at the highest energy, 50 eV, the difference is rather
larger( Fig.17) but the number of SE with 50 eV is small so
that for the integrated SE emission the angular distribution
still obeys the cosine relation.
It is true that, if inside the sample the SE current striking
the surface follows a cosine law, a cosine law will hold
outside too (Jonker 1952 ). However, up to now we have
ignored the influence of the inelastic scattering upon the augular
distribution of internal SE. This influence will be discussed as
follows. Fig.18 shows the inelastic and elastic mean free path
curves varying with energy of SE for Al. For a SE with small
energy its inelastic mean free path is rather big. Therefore it is
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Comparison
of angular distribution
calculated by isotropic distribution model of internal
SE with energy 50 eV and the cosine Law for Au.
1: angular distribution of SE with energy 50 e V

Comparison of our angular distribution
Fig. 16
calculated by isotropic distribution model of internai
SE and the cosine law for Al at 2 keV.
1: our calculation
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Fig. 18
Comparison of curves of inelastic and
elastic mean free path varying with energy of SE for
Al
(quoted
from
Bindi et al. 1980 c and
Ganachaud and Cailler 1979 respectively).
1: elastic mean free path
2: inelastic mean free path

Fig. 19 The discrepancy in the angular distribution
caused by inelastic scattering.
1: Cosine Law distribution
2: The distribution as influenced by inelastic
scattering.

escape angle 0 at the surface. From this we can see that for
those SEs for which the inelastic mean free path is comparable
with the elastic mean free path, the cosine law does not hold.
In this case we can expect that the distribution curve at high
escape angle 0 will lie inside the circular profile of the cosine
law . This results from exponential decay in inelastic scattering.
Fig.19 shows the angular distribution of SEs which are
influenced by the inelastic scattering and which deviate from
the cosine law. This shape resembles
some experimental
curves of angular distribution for SE with higher energy

the elastic mean free path which determines the angular
distribution. But for those SE with energies near 50 eV , the
inelastic mean free path becomes so small that it is comparable
with the elastic mean free path. Under elastic scattering the
density of SE with given energy at the surface layer is
homogeneous, while for inelastic scattering the density of SE
with given energy at the surface layer at various escape angle is
different. Because of the exponential decay law, the larger the
value of the escape 0 the longer the path length to the surface
so leading to a smaller density of SE with a given energy at
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"-e·

determined within a very thin surface layer of thickness
In our theory, we have made several simplifying
approximations, e.g. the BS electron trajectory distribution
below 14 nm. However, the satisfactory agreement obtained
between theory and experiment for the total yield of SE, the
yield of SE!, the energy distribution and the ~-factor for the
four elements considered suggests that our theory provides a
good working physical picture of SE emission.

obtained by Jonker ( 1951 ). It can also be noted that this
analysis of angular distribution for SE can be used for BS
electron in a similar fashion . For BS electrons with high
energy arriving at the surface after a lot of elastic and inelastic
scattering, the directions of motion will be isotropic and
hence the angular distribution of BS electron will obey the
cosine law too.
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Discussion

not be changed significantly because in the cascade
process the contribution from SEs with high energy is
not so important. We have also calculated inelastic
mean free paths for some elements using the dielectric
function model and experimental Electron Energy
Loss Spectra. Our new experimental values are close
to those of Tung et.al.(1979) and Penn(l 987). The
values predicted by Eq.11 in the keV energy range
are thus too low when compared with either our
experimental values or those given by Tung et al and
Penn. We intend to use these newly determined values
in our future work.
K.Murata:When the incident energy decreases, the
discrimination of SEl and SE2 is more difficult,
considering, for example the range=l2.5nm<14nm for
Au, lkeV. How do you discriminate these electrons in
~ calculations?
Authors: An incident electron is considered to be a
primary electron if its energy is greater than 80% of
the original beam energy and if it is less than 140A
from the surface. The SE produced by the primary
electron is then defined to be an SE!. If an incident
electron has less than 80% of the original beam
energy or is at a depth of greater than 140A from the
surface then we take it to be a backscattered electron
which, in turn, produces an SE2. If an incident
electron with energy higher than 80% beam energy is
backscattered at the second step , we treat is as a
primary electron at the first step but as a BS electron
at the second step. If three steps are required for an
electron to be backscattered and it still retains an
energy higher than 80% of the beam energy, and if it
is at a depth of less than 140A then we divide the path
between primary and backscattered electrons. For an
electron backscattered from the sample with an
energy higher than 80% of the beam energy and from
a depth of less than 140A but with a step number of
more than 3, we take the first three steps as the
primary electron steps, the rest as BS steps. All the
SEs produced by BS electrons are SE2.
K.Murata:
Your model includes an additional
contribution of internal SEs to the emitted SE yield.
Does it mean that the SE yield increases compared to
your previous model (Luo and Joy,1988)? Could you
comment on the reason why your new values of SE
yield are smaller than previous values? For example,
1.064 (old=l.9741) at lkeV and 0.2935 (old=0.4909)
at 10 keV for Au.
Authors: Our new model includes two additional
contributions compared to our previous model (Luo
and Joy 1988), and some other models which take no
account of the contribution of SE with energies higher

with Reviewers

J.Schou: Which values have the authors used for
the Fermi energies in copper and the noble metal for
the evaluation of the surface barrier?
Authors: For Cu,Ag and Au the Fermi energies are
7.00, 5.50 and 5.51 eV and the work functions are
4.45, 4.46 and 4.89 eV respectively.
J.Schou:The minimum at 5 keV for the ~-factor has
not been observed by any other authors to my
knowledge. Comparable results for the spatial energy
deposition do not indicate that the ratio SE1/SE2 for
aluminium should have any pronounced maximum
(see S.Valaekealahti,
J.Schou and R.Nieminen,
J.Appl.Phys. 65, (1989), 2258-2266). How is the
predicted statistical uncertainty compared with the
actual change of ~ from 5 to 10 ke V ?
Authors: The statistical uncertainty is a factor of three
less than the predicted variation in ~ so we believe the
result to be meaningful. In addition we believe that this
effect may also be observable experimentally. Recent
work in our laboratory using an ultra-high resolution
field emission SEM (Hitachi S-900) seems to
demonstrate that - even after allowance for electronoptical factors - the resolution of surface features is
optimum at about 4 to 6 keV. We think that this is
because above about 5 keV the SEI/SE2 ratio is
decreasing
as the energy increases,
i.e. ~ is
increasing.
It is, however,
difficult
to find
experimental, or even other theoretical, estimates for
~ through the energy range of interest (1 to 10 ke V)
with which to compare.
J .Schou: How sensitive are your results on the
choice of parameters, i.e. the constants 538 and 0.41,
in the inelastic mean-free path(Eq.(11))?
Authors: In Eq.11, varying the parameter 538 will
change the inelastic mean free path in the low energy
range, but the change is not too drastic . For example
if we change 538 to 550 then the inelastic mean free
path for SE with energies from 1 e V to 20 e V will be
increased by an average of about 1.5% and this will
have little effect on the SE yield calculation. Altering
the value 0.41 in tum alters the inelastic mean free path
for the high energy region . For example if we change
0.41 to 0.5 then the value at 10 keV of the inelastic
mean free path is increased by 22%, at 40 eV by
17.5%, and at 20 eV by 9%. As long as we change
this value by less than about 3%, the SE yield would
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than l0OeV in the cascade process or the contribution
of SEs from depths greater than 140A. At the same
time we have improved the SE excitation probability
function . Our previous model used Eq.17 over the
range (EF+ <j))to 2keV in the cascade process and this
leads to overestimate the yield of SE. In this paper,
below lO0eV Eq.17 is used for calculation of SE
production, while above lO0eV equation 3 and
Gryzinski's equation are employed . We think this is
more reasonable than our previous model. This is the
reason that our new data differs from our previous
values.
K.Murata: Your result shows that p values increase
when E increases beyond 5 keV. If you adopt more
accurate cross sections of Mott, this result may
change. Could you comment on this?
J.Schou:
You have made so much progress with
your program and obtained so many results that I
would suggest that you make some refinements now.
You should leave the screened Rutherford cross
section and calculate the scattering from the phase-shift
method. I would suggest that you incorporate this in
your code.
Authors: It is definitely true that in the energy range
below lOkeV the Mott cross-section is to be preferred
to the screened Rutherford approximation. We have
done extensive work on this topic recently (see for
example Czyzewski Zand Joy DC,1989, Microbeam
Analysis 1989, ed P.Russell,
(San Francisco
Press:San Francisco}, 396). To summarise, the
results show that measurable parameters of the
electron beam interaction - such as the energy
distribution of BS electrons, the angular distribution of
the BS electrons , the energy deposition profile dE/dZ,
and the secondary yield profile - are almost identical
when compared between a single scattering Mott
cross-section
Monte Carlo model and a plural
scattering screened Rutherford model. The reason for
this is that these quantities are mostly governed by the
'diffusion' behavior of the incident electron after many
scattering events while the main difference between the
Mott and Rutherford cross-sections occurs for single,
large-angle (i.e. > 90 degrees), scattering events.
Thus while processes such as backscattering from a
thin film are highly sensitive to the choice of crosssection, the computed secondary electron yield is far
less affected since only a minute fraction of the
measurable yield is associated with single high-angle
events. It should also be noted that the magnitude by
which the Rutherford cross-section is likely to be in
error is not really that large since the 'failure' in the
Born approximation
is not, in most cases,

significant.According to Bethe and Ashkin (1953):
"Use of the Born approximation requires that the
amplitude of the wave scattered by the field of the
atomic electron shall be small compared to the
amplitude of the undisturbed incident wave. As is
well known, the criterion for this is that 2rtze2/ hu
<< 1, where ze and u are the charge and velocity of
the primary particle, respectively. This condition is
well satisfied for large velocities and small charges
on the incident particle." When the incident particle is
an electron
and incident energy is 5 keV,
2rte 2 / hu=0.052 which is clearly «l. If the incident
energy is reduced to 1 keV then 2rte 2 /hu =0.116
which is still significantly less than unity. Even at 400
eV, 2n:e2/hu is still only 0.1841. Thus for most of the
range of an electron incident with an energy of one
ke V or more the screened Rutherford cross-section is
a quite satisfactory approximation for this type of
computation.
K.Murata: You limited the energy to half of the
incident beam energy for calculations of fast secondary
electron production. This is alright for free electron (or
weakly bound electron) excitation due to symmetry,
but not for an asymmetric energy transfer. When an
incident electron interacts with a core electron (with the
Gryzinski cross section), it may lose most of its
energy in releasing the core electron. Therefore, you
should track the electron trajectory to the incident
energy, maintaining calculations for core electron
excitation.
Authors: In our paper we use Bethe stopping power
to calculate the energy loss rate for incident electron . It
is well known that Bethe formula includes both of
valence and core electron excitation. The Bethe
formula is based on the consideration that if the
electron emerging with the higher energy is defined as
the primary one, the maximum energy loss in any
collision is l/4mv 2 and not l/2mv 2 . With this
definition and with the Mott scattering cross section for
identical particles of spin 1/2, the energy loss is
corrected to (Bethe and Ashkin,1953).

For consistency with the Bethe formula we take half
the incident energy as the maximum energy loss in all
collisions including core electron excitations. It is true
that tracking the electron trajectory to the incident
energy for core electron excitations could be more
accurate, but because a comparison of the Bethe
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formula and experiments on the energy loss gives very
good agreement, we expect the difference to be small.
K.Murata: You assume the factor 0.5r\ in order to
estimate the contribution of backscattered electrons
through the region below 14 nm to the SE yield. Could
you give quantitatively the effect of the assumption on
the final results ?
Authors:
For low energy,
e.g at 1 keV, the
contribution from 0.5TJ is below 5% for Au, Ag, Cu
and Al. At 3 keV it is lower than 10%. At 10 keV it
can be from 15-25%.
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